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Definition of nuclear - Merriam-Webster's Student Dictionary The definition of nuclear is relating to the nucleus of a
cell, or relating to atomic or hydrogen bombs. An example of nuclear used as an adjective is the phrase Nuclear
Definition of nuclear by Merriam-Webster nuclear adj. - Online Etymology Dictionary nuclear family definition
English definition dictionary Reverso The much-anticipated Fifth Edition of The American Heritage Dictionary of the.
Biology Of, relating to, or forming a nucleus of a cell: a nuclear membrane. 2. nuclear - WordReference.com
Dictionary of English Something George W. Bush can't pronounce. It's not Noo-kyoo-ler. What a fucking
shit-for-brains. Glossary of nuclear terms - European Nuclear Society Hence nuclear physics 1933, nuclear energy
1941, nuclear war 1954. Nuclear winter coined by Richard Turco, but first attested in article by Carl Sagan in
Nuclear dictionary definition nuclear defined nuclear family definition, meaning, English dictionary, synonym, see
also 'nuclear bomb',nuclear chemistry',nuclear energy',nuclear fission', Reverso dictionary, . nuclear definition,
meaning, what is nuclear: being or using the power produced when the nucleus of an atom is divided or joined to.
Learn more. American Heritage Dictionary Entry: nuclear Definition of nuclear adjective in Oxford Advanced
American Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms
Chambers Nuclear Energy and Radiation Dictionary. - Amazon.com Biology Of, relating to, or forming a nucleus of
a cell: a nuclear membrane. 2. Physics. a. Of or relating to atomic nuclei: a nuclear chain reaction. b. Using or
Nuclear in Spanish English to Spanish Translation Definition of “nuclear energy” The official Collins English
Dictionary online. Comprehensive and authoritative, rely on Collins for up-to-date English with insights
English–Irish Dictionary de Bhaldraithe: nuclear Definition of nuclear written for English Language Learners from
the Merriam-Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and . Definition of “nuclear
energy” Collins English Dictionary nuclear. See definition in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary 1.1Denoting,
relating to, or powered by the energy released in nuclear fission or fusion: Nuclear describes something that has to
do with the nucleus — the central part — of an atom. If you're a nuclear physicist, you do a lot of work with that part
of Nuclear Define Nuclear at Dictionary.com constituting or like a nucleus annexation of the suburban fringe by the
nuclear metropolis the nuclear core of the congregation weapons deriving . nuclear adjective - Oxford Learner's
Dictionaries Glossary of nuclear terms. by Winfried Koelzer. Nuclear Glossary as PDF-file 6.5 MB, Edition February
2013. Download the Glossary of Nuclear Terms as ?Elsevier's Dictionary of Nuclear Engineering
978-0-444-51031-0. The English-Russian and Russian-English volume each contain about 50,000 terms covering
various fields and subfields of nuclear engineering and . nuclear - definition of nuclear in English from the Oxford
dictionary Define nuclear: of, relating to, producing, or using energy that is created when the. Next Word in the
Dictionary: nuclear bombPrevious Word in the Dictionary: nuclear - Dictionary Definition: Vocabulary.com A full
template and example to help you write a citation for a Dictionary entry in the Annual Review of Nuclear and
Particle Science style. nuclear definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary nuclear option. When the presiding
officer of the U.S. Senate disregards a rule or precedent. This most commonly refers to an effort by the Senate to
end a Nuclear - Merriam-Webster's Learner's Dictionary ?See also nucular, and nucular in Wikipedia. However,
this pronunciation is limited to the sense of atomic energy for example, nuclear family is not pronounced Definition
of nuclear from the Longman Online Dictionary of Contemporary English. The Longman English Dictionary provides
support and resources for those Nucular - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Nuclear definition, pertaining to or
involving atomic weapons: nuclear war. See more. nuclear option Taegan Goddard's Political Dictionary Define
nuclear and get synonyms. What is nuclear? nuclear meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
Kids.Net.Au - Dictionary Definition: nuclear nu•cle•ar /?nukli?, ?nyu-/USA pronunciation adj. relating to or involving
atomic weapons:a nuclear war. Energyoperated or powered by atomic energy:a nuclear How to cite a Dictionary
entry in Annual Review of Nuclear and. Chambers Nuclear Energy and Radiation Dictionary Chambers Academic
Reference P. M. B. Walker on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. What is nuclear waste? BusinessDictionary.com Nucular is a commonly used metathetic form of the word nuclear. mention of this
mispronunciation in the dictionary that it is one of two mispronunciations nuclear - Definition from Longman English
Dictionary Online Everything about 'nuclear' in the de Bhaldraithe Dictionary. Nuclear - definition of nuclear by The
Free Dictionary Definition of nuclear waste: Radioactive and extremely toxic byproducts of nuclear fuel processing
plants, and nuclear medicine and nuclear weapons industries . Urban Dictionary: nuclear nuclear energy -- Kids
Encyclopedia Children's Homework Help. nuclear. Dictionary. Conjugation · Examplesnew. nuclear. adjective. 1.
general. a. nuclear. nuclear disarmamentdesarme nuclear. nuclear energyenergía nuclear Definition in the
Cambridge English Dictionary Main Entry: nu·cle·ar. Pronunciation: primarystress nyü-kl emacron - schwa r.
Function: adjective 1: of, relating to, or being a nucleus as of a cell 2: of, relating nuclear - Wiktionary Double-click
it to look it up in Merriam-Webster's Student Dictionary. nuclear energy Photograph:Nuclear power plants often
have huge cooling towers.

